
To create change

To fully engage an idea with other 
equally passionate people

To craft value and influence others 
by applying my talents and 10+ years 
of visual and interaction experience 
towards something worth a damn

To always be appreciative

Discovery and qualitative research to help guide discussions

Shape, define and develop a visual narrative with each choice

Arrive at intuitive and unique usability decisions

Reveal solutions to visual communication problems

Employ strong visual direction: aware of current aesthetic trends and fearlessly establishing new ones

Utilize tech experience to determine how to execute (both capabilities and limitations)

Fail fast, learn why and charge forward

Optimize and test for the incremental wins

Rinse & repeat until staring at something highly usable and to be proud of

Maker Faire, San Francisco, 2015

SXSW Interactive, Austin, 2008 - 2014

Lone Star Ruby Conference, Austin, 2010

Univ of Texas Arlington, Graphic Design, 2001 - 2003

Perpetual passion and curiosity. Fixing my own 
mistakes. Chasing the spark. Standing up for ideas I 
believe in and knowing when other insights should 
succeed them

eric gustafson

eric 
gustafson

what i want how i get there

how i got here

512.623.9291  /  antilimit@gmail

Creative Director @ The Cube  /  2012 - Present  /  SF, Chicago, Austin
Part of the original 4 to shape and define High School Cube: a live streaming platform born in 
Austin, raised in Chicago and is reaching adulthood in San Francisco under a wider content 
scope of The Cube. I’ve been diligently leading design, product and marketing efforts 
alongside the CEO and CTO since day one. I’ve been all in on every facet of this company and 
am grateful for everything learned throughout our pursuits.

UX Manager @ ApartmentHomeLiving, Auto.com  /  2008 - 2012  /  Austin
Defining a new product: a lifestyle apartment brand that served up both original content and 
classified listings. Designed and built multiple iterations of both the web and mobile interfaces, 
email and ad campaigns and social content strategies. Utilizing multivariate testing and 
design iterations we built something that was highly profitable and acquired. Grew into being 
responsible for building and launching multiple other Apartments.com and Cars.com projects 
including standalone web apps and heading the launch of Auto.com’s design and dev work.

Sr Graphic Designer @ Apartments Mail Direct  /  2006 - 2008  /  Austin
Designed from scratch regularly published a monthly print catalog. Eventually transitioned 
with the company to create an innovative lifestyle apartment website and head the design and 
UX strategies. 

Contract Design, Photo and Web Work  /  2004 - 2005  /  Seattle, Austin
Took on various print and web work as it presented itself. Taught myself to code and publish 
web content. Commissioned photography for a variety of projects: architectural, real estate, 
weddings and family related items. Sold photo prints online. Night stocked at Target. Seattle 
and Austin were all about the hustle, baby.

Production Manager @ The Shorthorn  /  2001 - 2003  /  Arlington
Worked my way up from an ad artist to production manager where I was responsible for 
multiple designers. Produced a daily paper and worked closely with ad reps to develop 
campaigns, proof ads and create promotional content. Assisted with the photography, editing 
and design of the launch of Renegade Magazine.

what i’ve done

r g b . d i e t

what i use
         Design (Photoshop, Illustrator, Fireworks, InDesign)

          Prototyping (Proto.io, Sketch, Pixate, Invision, Keynote)

      Web Dev (CSS/SASS, HTML, JS)

       Product Optimization (Optimizely, GWO)

       Wireframing (Mockingbird, Balsamiq)

   Web Frameworks (PHP, Rails, .Net) 

        Photography (DSLRs, Full Frame, Mirrorless)

  Video (After Effects, Premiere)

     User Testing (UsabilityHub)

    Version Control (GIT, Subversion)

App Dev (Xcode, Eclipse)

 Command Line (Terminal)

      Data Analysis (Analytics, Omniture)

    Email Marketing (Mailchimp)

  Audio (Audition, Audacity)



Design work featured in the Web 
Designer’s Ideabook (Volume 1)

Interviewed and photography featured in 
Italy’s Defrag Magazine (Issue #8)

Nominated for 2nd Annual Photography 
Masters Cup Award, Nature Category

Texas Intercollegiate Press Association - 1st 
Place Newspaper Ad Series

Associated Collegiate Press - 3rd Place 
Newspaper Ad Series

Member of Phi Sigma Theta National 
Honor Society

Had a good friend’s 5 year old daughter 
draw an unprompted picture of me fighting 
a dragon that made me look way more 
awesome than I actually am.

quasi-bearded, 
humbly confident,
ex-introvert

accoladesrgb.diet

Stubbornly meticulous about anything 
that has my name attached to it

Loved dinking around on my Papa Gus’ 
commodore 64

Has a perfectly assembled go bag, just 
in case

Does a fairly reasonable impression of 
both Cleveland and Hank Hill

Enjoys crushing hills in SF on both my 
bike and cheap ass vintage-styled 
150cc Chinese scooter (when working)


